Preparing for a nationwide well-organized strike against the long-term prison sentences for
the imprisoned workers in Iran !
The savage islamic capitalist rulers have started a widely brutal war against the workingclass people in iran , a war based on bloody brutality and ongoing barbaric suppression ,
torture and murder against any sign of workers` protest . This brutal and barbaric savagery
of the bourgeoisie warfare machine has widely uninterrupted attacked working class
movement during 40 years in Iran ,and getting much more intense every day .with all the
bloody cruel repression the Islamic capitalist regime`s war against Iranian workers has
strong comprehensively imposed a lot of hunger, misery, and adversity, even lack of
medication, unpaid minor wages, cruelty and medieval beat against women based on
gender discrimination, suppression with overwhelm of the most elementary mass protests
against hunger and economic misery, drug addiction and prostitution to relieve hunger and
even child labor every day . One of the most barbaric political methods is usually homeraids of workers in midnight and also enforcement of arrest and torture which sometimes
ends to a suspicious death or in the most cases in the following get convicted to a longterm prison sentence issued of the suppressive islamic courts of the islamic capitalist
rulers .
Seven of our fellow workers from Haft Tapeh who's been demanding their unpaid minor
wages has been sentenced each one of them to 18 years prison and whip, and in
meanwhile the regime is warning the working-class movement by this .These workers crime
according to main-stream media , is demand of unpaid low wages and other undeniable
guild demands too but the islamic capitalists always define any demands of workers and
any struggle for the required demands as allegedly acting against national security .
The Islamic capitalist regime with the barbaric bloody brutality is just trying to save and
keep it ongoing the profitability cycle resulting from the exploitation of the working-class
and capital accumulation cycle in the wage-slavery system from any anti-capitalist radical
risk.
The political-economic crisis plus the sanctions, bribery and also corruption in the state
apparatus´ political institutions has almost paralyzed the basis of the economy of the
country.
By the way conflict and political tension with rivals and the bourgeois factions of the world
´s been putting the country's economic-political existence in danger.
Despite all that, the most important thing could be our radical organized anti-capitalist
council based on 50 million hungry working-class population who're creating economic
prosperity in the wage-slavery society, and the Islamic capitalist regime knows the sheer
truth very well. It´s mentioned that the Islamic savage bourgeoisie is aware of that pure
reality also that in the absence of a well-organized working-class movement can give more
ability and opportunity tills the regime would handle its economic challenges at home and
abroad too.The capitalist ruling class is aware of this reality that united well-organized
workers with the rise of the class consciousness among working-class are going to grow
up and expand in the meantime, that's because we, workers are the only invincible power
of society in the history, and future-forward.
The regime`s been using its whole systematic suppressive strength to prevent the rise of a
strong well-organized anti-capitalist labor movement.
It's worth mentioning that the Islamic regime of ruling-class relying on its repressive forces
and legislative elements and has created an atmosphere of terror and strangulation in
society to prevent any rise and deepening of our class-struggle. The Islamic bourgeoisie
has also utilized a conceivable tactical tricks and deceit like a slight increase in wages of a
small group of workers to create a divide among workers by seducing them to betray their

brothers' and sisters in labor movement.
By paying a small portion of unpaid wages to some workers the regime has forced them to
be silent and forced to avoid to show any solidarity with the rest of the workers in the daily
struggle.
The capitalist rulers know much better than any time that a shattering storm is on the way
and it does mean our workers campaign, the class uprising of the workers is on the way.
The revolt of the hungry and oppressed people is getting closer and no prison or torture of
workers can stop it. Despite all repression and imprisonment of our fellow from Haft Tapeh,
we shall declare that we have to get ready for a nationwide struggle and preparing for a
national strike which by this means shut down all workplaces across the country. We ask
our brothers and sisters, all workers across the country to get ready for a global campaign,
let's hold hands together and organize a nationwide strike. We want to ask our brothers and
sisters across the country to declare that we are going to strike and protesting the
imprisonment of workers.
Let's declare that the first week of ............. this year, the anniversary of the 2017´s uprising
that we all workers are going to shut down the wheel of capitalism, value-added and the
process of capital accumulation in all industries and work centers.
A group of anti-capitalist workers

